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SUMMARY: (U) SEE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, TEXT PARAGRAPH 1, BELOW.

TEXT: 1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. IN LATE SEPTEMBER 2010, THE TALIBAN QUETTA SHURA WAS HELD. THE SHURA WAS ATTENDED BY GUL AGHA, WHO BROUGHT MESSAGES FROM MULLAH OMAR, WHO ESTABLISHED A NEW 10-MEMBER COUNCIL TO ACT AS A CONSULATE AND TO CONSIDER ANY MESSAGES HE PASSES TO THE SHURA.

2. IN LATE SEPTEMBER 2010, THE TALIBAN QUETTA SHURA WAS HELD. THE SHURA WAS ATTENDED BY GUL ((AGHA)), WHO BROUGHT MESSAGES FROM MULLAH ((OMAR)). ALSO IN ATTENDANCE WERE HAJI MULLAH MOHAMMED ((RAHIIM)), THE TALIBAN GOVERNOR IN HELMAND PROVINCE, AFGHANISTAN; MOHIBULLAH ((AKHUNDZADA)), THE CURRENT TALIBAN GOVERNOR OF KANDAHAR PROVINCE, AFGHANISTAN; MULLAH ABDUL ((QAHEER)), THE TALIBAN GOVERNOR OF URUZGAN PROVINCE, AFGHANISTAN; MULLAH ((RAZAQ)), THE TALIBAN GOVERNOR OF ZABUL PROVINCE, AFGHANISTAN; AND MULLAH ((NAQIBULLAH)), THE TALIBAN COMMANDER FROM THE KHAKREZ DISTRICT, KANDAHAR PROVINCE, AFGHANISTAN.

3. MULLAH OMAR ESTABLISHED A NEW 10-MEMBER COUNCIL. THE PURPOSE OF THE COUNCIL IS TO ACT AS A CONSULATE FOR MULLAH OMAR, AND TO CONSIDER ANY MESSAGES MULLAH OMAR PASSES TO THE SHURA. SOME MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS--

3A. DIRECTOR OF THE COUNCIL

3B.

3C.

3D.

3E.  
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